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Accountants Growth Formula Introduction and Welcome
Why
Why are some accounting firms able to create more profits with less stress while other firm owners appear
to be overworked, under paid and under-appreciated?
Why do some accountancy firm owners seem to have more time and balance between their business and
personal lives while some firm owners do not really seem to have the full freedom to do what they want for
themselves and their nearest and dearest?
Why do some accountancy firms not experience the same level of challenge at tax deadlines and peak times
of the year while other firm owners are under ongoing pressure and serious pressure at the big deadlines?
In this free Masterclass, I’ll share the answers to these questions so you too can get the best out of your
business achieving the financial results you really want and need while truly enjoying being a firm owner and
working the way you want to work with the customers you want to work with .
Introduction
Hi, my name is Des O’Neill, I am the founder of
ProfitPro. I help accountants and bookkeepers
build outstanding businesses for themselves
and for their customers too. I have worked
with thousands of accountants over the last 17
years and I have seen what works, what doesn’t
work, and what really works for the most
successful firms. I help accountants create the
time and space to build the business they truly
want. Welcome to my brand new Accountants
Evolution Masterclass.
In this first lesson, you’re going to discover
a process that you can follow step by step to
reduce stress in your firm straight away. This
is going to immediately help you make more
money from your existing customers and
hopefully fall in love with your business all over
again. Fall in love with your customers all over
again.
Can you remember why you became an accountancy firm owner? Can you remember the ideas and the
dreams and the ideals that you had in your early days? Once you get this piece down, you’ll start experiencing
more freedom and gain momentum to have the business you really want rather than the practice you
currently have. So many firm owners I meet have just fallen out of love with their business
When we asked firm owners what was one of the biggest challenges and problems that they were having
the big one that was identified again and again was having too many clients or more to the point too many
non-ideal customers and not enough ideal customers. We have hundreds of firms throughout Ireland and
the UK who have identified their customer mix as a core problem.
So if you’re multi partner firm, but you aren’t getting the profit share you and your partners deserve for
the effort you put in , or you’re a sole practitioner that isn’t getting either the money, the freedom and life
balance you want, stay with me because you’re going to discover why accountancy firm owners like you can
get make more money with less stress by focussing on and applying the Accountants growth Loop
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So many accountants are currently talking about growing their business and using social media or digital
marketing. There is a fundamental first step that you can do today to get the result you are really looking for.
Masterclass Objective
The goal of the Accountant’s Evolution
Masterclass is simple: to get you thinking
differently about the potential in your business
and to simplify the pathway to progress. Nearly
every accountant I speak to is looking for a
simple solution to get better results – making
more profits, having more time flexibility and
time freedom in their business, working with
a team who are engaged in the business and
working with more ideal customers
Today I’ll share with you the first step by helping
you really get to grip with your customer list, so
you can reduce stress and drive profits straight
away.
And that will give you a greater opportunity to
experience the capacity to build a business that
works for you. The accountancy business you
really want. Are you ready to make this happen?
Link to Lesson 1 Warnings
Before we dig into Module 1 and explore the
opportunity that there is for you I have got to
warn you about something critically important
and not paying attention to this virtually
guarantees frustration.
Right now you might think that your firm is
different. That your customers are different.
Your team is different. Where your business
is geographically is different. How your firm is
right now today and how it has developed and
evolved to date. You may have tried something
like this before and it didn’t work out. That this is
for bigger firms or that this is for smaller firms?
Or any one of a million reasons that doing this type of thing is not going to work for you.
It’s different for you. I get it
But what if it didn’t have to be that way? What if instead I can help you could find a way to experience
freedom in your business and work the way you really want to no matter what that looks like you?
What if I can show you how it is not so different. This is what I do. This is what I have done. This is what I can
do for you. The opportunity is real and it is here for you and your firm right now.
Whether your firm is big or small, new or long established, solopreneur or multi-partner firm. Trust me I can
help and if you come with me I can help you make progress. This is different to some of the stuff you have
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heard before that fits into the title Practice Management because that is usually the name given to what we
are doing. Shift your mindset and be open to the possibilities. Believe the opportunity is real.
Your Current Reality
This fundamental mindset shift in terms of
you being different but the same in terms
of opportunity is the No. 1 reason why this
Masterclass works so well. That fundamental
shift is why the Accountants Growth Formula
works.
The very fact that you are looking at this video
means, that you have probably already tried to
do this before (You have at least thought about)
- maybe it didn’t work out the way you’d hoped.
Today, you’ll see a new way. A new way of
thinking, a new way of seeing and a new way of
doing. New opportunities the real opportunity
for you.
No matter where you have come from or no
matter where you are:zzfrom

building foundations to building a legacy;

zzfrom

building capacity to building sustainable profits

No matter where you are or where you have come from the challenges that accounting and bookkeeping
firms face are similar. The accountancy profession has not exactly set you up for success.
Don’t get me wrong the Institutes are great at telling us what needs to go in an FRS 102 set of accounts, and
they are great at monitoring our audit files, and training students to become qualified accountants. But they
never really incorporated building outstanding accountancy firms into our training and the real opportunity
here and now is that the market is shifting and what the market - your customers want and need is shifting
too
Sometimes I hear accountants wonder,

“Can I really have a truly leverageable saleable accountancy business that is not overly dependent on me,
or expert personalities?”
A firm where I get to work with great clients doing the work I love doing and helping them build outstanding
businesses for themselves as I build my own business?”
If this sounds familiar, I get it.
So many of accountancy business owners have tried the exact same things. I have seen it in my work with
accountants over the last 17 years
We’ve all heard that little voice of doubt in our head, wondering if it’s possible.
And I’m here to show you it IS.
That’s why in this lesson I’m going to tackle one part of that and demystify the process of attracting more
ideal customers while helping your existing customers and your business get more out of the relationships
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you currently have. This simple process will save you a lot of time money and effort and become the guiding
north star of your business going forward.

Win
new
customers

CUSTOMER
HAVE A

Lesson #1 – OBJECTIVE
Have
results
conversation

Link to Lesson 1 In this first lesson, I’m going to share a simple
process that you can implement starting today
that can change everything.
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It’s called the Accountants Growth Loop.
Get your
customer a
result

This is about getting closer to your existing
customers and in particular your ideal existing
customers. We all know it is easier to connect
with and sell additional services to existing
customers than it is to attract new ones. Then
how about turning your existing customers into
your sales team harnessing the potential and
momentum that is already there.

I’m also going to share how to attract new ideal
customers by focussing on your existing ideal
customers (which you should be doing anyway).
When you know how to do this, you’ll know
exactly what you can start doing today to build the business you really want in your heart rather than the
practice you have right now.
The goal is to break you free of chasing your tail and being under pressure, moving from deadline to
deadline, client to client, emergency to emergency leaving you and your team strained, drained and under
pressure spending too much of your time working on your customer’s businesses and not spending enough
time, energy or attention building your own.
This is about implementing a simple step by step process that will give you what you really want.
We’ve got a lot to cover today, so be sure to have your pen and paper ready to take notes as you follow
along.
My Reason for Sharing
Often this is just so simple it is overlooked. Work for the customers, get the work done, fight the fires, meet
the deadlines – Like who really has time to sit back and navel gaze at who is on the list and who has the time
to go and do this extra work.
Here is the thing many of our existing ProfitPro members were in your shoes this time last year. Saying
exactly what you are saying, feeling exactly what you are feeling.
We have firms who have doubled their profitability in the last 12 months. Some of them were starting from
a good position while others really needed the boost. We have firms that have increased their top line
turnover in excess of 40% in the last 12 months. Following the steps that I am about to share. If you had
asked them last February they would not have believed it was possible. We have accountants who have
reduced their working hours by 50% in the last 12 months. Firm owners who have taken more holidays
than ever before, people telling me they have had their best year ever, people sharing with me that they
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feel happier, more content and more fulfilled in their business, accountants telling me they have improved
their marriages and spend more high quality time with their kids, their pets, their spouse, their partners,
their parents. Accountants who have had unbelievable impact on their customers, accounting firm owners
who have increased the value of their own business. This is the opportunity for you – right here – right now
if you are going to take it.
Your Personal Story and My Personal Story
Before we jump into the Accountant’s Growth Loop
You see this is not just from working with accountancy firm owners. It is my own story too
It started when I knew I had to create a better way of running my business in order for me to have less stress
and the freedom to spend time with my young family and young wife. When I needed the business I had
created with my brother to give us the financial freedom we needed
But I wasn’t sure I could because just like you I’m an accountant too.
It just so happens in our business that accountants are our clients, but like you we provide a range of
compliance services from basic to complex but there was also the opportunity to provide more value added
services that provided deeper benefits to our customers.
I just didn’t have the time. I couldn’t find the space. I had too many customers. I spent too much time
working on my customers business than my own. I had a team to look after. It was busy busy busy. Keep
the bills paid, raise the bills, grow a little bit, mind the bank account, collect the debtors, pay the taxes make
incremental progress.
The customers just want what the customers want and to stay in business I need to keep winning new
customers and give them what they want.
At time I felt like being on a treadmill. Like a hamster on a wheel
And to be honest, I doubted I could make the change because I’m just an accountant and ordinary business
owner our business is different. Accountants stand in service of their clients and yes we can make good
money with a minority floating to have exceptional businesses with exceptional lifestyles but having freedom
like entrepreneurs that is not for us.

Do you know the biggest obstacle to accountants and the biggest threat facing us – Good enough
zzWe

are doing OK.

zzWe

are doing good enough.

zzWe

are making enough.

zzIt’s

not perfect but who else can make 6 figures the way I do.

zzI

make some sacrifices with my time, my health, my family but its good enough.

zzThat

is just how it is when you own an accountancy firm or
a bookkeeping firm.

zzIts

good enough.
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I started with a dream but sometimes I felt stuck, and even questioned myself whether I COULD do it. I felt
like I wasn’t smart enough or focused enough, or able to change things. I knew what I wanted in an ideal
world but I really didn’t believe I could get there.
What was your dream and where is it now?
If any of this sounds familiar, let me tell you - I know exactly what it’s like!
I was looking for a process and a pathway to follow that would give me the result I was looking for.
But I was tired of spinning my wheels, and knew that creating a good business – make money, do good work
and make a difference for people and have fun along the way was key to I was after myself .
So I set out to find a way to make it happen.
Making it Happen
Once I got past my own objections and my own limiting beliefs and began investing in myself, really investing
in myself, I started seeing massive growth. Not just in our business but in me and my potential and my
freedom and flexibility
I set out to do this, and it’s happened - I now have created a business which helps accountants create the
business they want! You can create the business that gives you what you want while helping your customers
create the business they want.
I now work with accountants and bookkeepers who want more. In this Masterclass I am sharing what some
of our most successful ProfitPro Accountants do to propel their business to the next level – increased
profitability, reduced stress, more freedom and dare I say it happiness in their business, their impact and
their life.
This is what I was born to do? This is what you were born to do. Is there a nagging doubt that there must
be more to it than what I have right now.
Some of our biggest wins in the last 12 months have not been about more profit and more money although
that is unquestionably happening. The biggest wins have been the firm owners who have more time for
themselves and their loved ones. When they are at home, they are really at home, really present and when
they are in their business that they are not just present but really in their business and feeling in control
about making progress.
The key to success is simplicity.
Let’s simplify and make this as easy as possible for you to get the result you truly want
Lets start on Lesson 1
See you on the other side

Des
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Step 1 — The Overview - The Accountant’s Six Step Success Path
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Step 2 — The Accountant’s Growth Loop
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Step 3 — The Quick Win Revenue Optimiser
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Step 4 — Capturing Your Idea – The Accountant’s Growth Loop
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As you watched the Part 1 Masterclass Video what struck you? Did the Accountant’s Growth Loop
trigger some opportunities for you and how could you see yourself applying it? What else did you
think about as you considered your firm’s growth plans? What would it be like having a volunteer
sales force in the form of your existing clients who are just so happy with your service and the value
you provide that they are willing to tell the world?

Learnings & Outcomes
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Step 5 — Taking Action – Your Next Steps Action Plan
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STEP 6

What are the actions that your firm needs to take having completed this part of the Masterclass?
For me, it always comes back down to identifying that ONE thing that creates a leveraged result for
you. What is the ONE thing you can do such that by doing it you will make everything else in your
business easier? Identify your possible actions and then prioritise down to your ONE thing – the
first next step

Action

Priority

By Who

By When
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Step 6 — Your Masterclass Progress Tracker
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Lesson 1 – Nurturing Your Greatest Asset – Your Customer List
Live Masterclass – Tuesday 11th of February 2020

You are going to learn WHY your existing customers represent the greatest opportunities to increase
revenues, drive profitability and are the cornerstone of creating a steady flow of new ideal customers. You
are going to see WHAT you need to do to realise this potential in your business asset and HOW to begin
building real value out of your customer list today.
1.

The Accountant’s 6 Step Success Path

2.

The Accountant’s Growth Loop

3.

The Customer Revenue Optimiser

4.

Idea Capture

5.

Action Steps

6.

Masterclass Progress Tracker

Lesson 2 — The Accountants Growth Loop
Live Masterclass – Thursday 13th of February 2020

You are going to learn WHY simplifying your approach and strategy is the key to you developing an outstanding
business for yourself but for your customers too. You are going to see WHAT can be achieved when you focus on
building a saleable leverageable business rather than just chasing revenue. We will share HOW to simplify your
business and embark on a Built to Sell Strategy.
1.

The Built to Sell Firm Strategy

2.

How some of the best business in the world have used price and proposition
simplification to transform their business

3.

The first steps you can take to simplify both your business strategy and business
model today

4.

Idea Capture

5.

Action Steps

6.

Masterclass Progress Tracker
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Step 6 — Your Masterclass Progress Tracker (continued)
Lesson 3 - The Accountants Growth Formula Blueprint – Your Success Path
Live Masterclass – Tuesday 18th of February 2020

You are going to learn WHY having a clearly defined success path for you and your clients can transform your
business and theirs. You are going to see that WHOs are more critical than the “Whats” and “Hows” in your business.
You are going to see WHAT the steps are that you can follow to build an outstanding business. We will share HOW
the most successful accountancy businesses are leading the market and changing the status quo.
1.

Your Trajectory and Your Destination

2.

Who not How

3.

Nurturing your Greatest Asset

4.

The 4Ps – Proposition, Positioning Product & Price

5.

The Quick Win Growth Process

6.

Leveraging Your Business

7. Idea Capture
8. Action Steps
9. Masterclass Progress Tracker

Lesson 4 - The Subscription Revolution
Live Masterclass – Thursday 20th of February

You are going to learn WHY monthly billing membership style models based on professional services agreements is
replacing traditional billing models all around the world. You are going to see WHAT you can do to create the space
and time to make change in your business. We will share HOW you can practically improve your profit and reduce
stress.
1.

The easiest way to raise prices while retaining customers

2.

Creating steady, consistent monthly cashflows

3.

Your journey to improved Profitability and Less Stress

4.

How identifying your ONE Thing can change everything

5.

Idea Capture

6.

Your First Next Steps
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Making the Transition Getting the Transformation
Now we have looked at optimising our existing customers and the quickest easiest way for accountants
to begin attracting more ideal customers. It does not require any fancy digital marketing or social media
techniques. It is simple and it is simply about bringing you closer to your existing customers while getting
better results for them and turning them into your tribe of raving fans.
Now that you’re clear about how to convert and attract more ideal customers, the next BIG question is…..
……….how do you build a sustainable leverageable business that is not totally dependent on you or expert
personalities?
There are 2 parts to this answer.
The first solution is the “Firm Built to Sell” business model – how do we attract the people we need to
develop the systems and the team to get the results in a profitable and leverageable business. Whether you
chose to sell is a secondary question – this is about building a saleable leverageable business rather than
being stuck chasing revenue.
The second part of the answer to this conundrum is our “Simplify to Scale” business model. Focussing on
what clients and customers really want and how you can deliver a simplified proposition that really gets a
result for them (and you at the same time).
This is exactly what I will show you in our next lesson. This lesson is being released at this linkhttps://theprofitpro.com/masterclass-module-2. Register now to reserve your place.
zzThis

is good but is there more?

zzCould

it be better?

zzCould

I have a better business?

zzCould

I have more of an impact on my customers? Could I have a more engaged team? Could I be
attracting better people to work with me in better ways?

zzCould

I generate more profits and could I do it in a leveraged way?

This is where the opportunity is. Its more than that this is where the transformation is.
Don’t Miss Lesson 2 – Built to Sell and Simplify
for Scaling
No matter where you are on your journey from
start up to mature multi-partner firm there is
always an opportunity for better. I can save you
the time, hassle and effort by sharing the process
and system to get more out of your team, more
out of your processes, more consistent results,
more efficient results.
Who doesn’t want to optimise the value in their
business. Either it becomes a cash cow for you,
that funds your priorities or we build value in it
for eventual disposal and sale.
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Who doesn’t want to buy a cash generating machine that is not dependent on any one person or small
group of people?
Whether you you’re a multi partner firm, a sole practitioner, a solpreneur or a start up, our next lesson will
serve as the foundation for everything you do to grow a scaleable saleable business, where you work with
people you like working with, getting paid what you deserve, enjoying your business and not just hanging
on for a better future but actually taking consistent steps to get the result you truly want. No matter what
type of a firm you are, you will be able to quickly put what I teach in Lesson 2 of the Accountants Evolution
Masterclass into practice. Like I mean straight away.
I am going to provide you with an outline of the Accountant’s Build to Sell Model and how it works and a
workbook that you can download and use as an ongoing reference and tool.
Once you know exactly what to do, you’ll see what you can do next to transform your business model and
in doing so transform your business - and I’ll show you how in the next lesson.
Register for Workshop 2 of the Masterclass here https://theprofitpro.com/masterclass-module-2
Please Share and Comment
Before you go today, I’d love to hear from you.
Tell me, what would life look like for you and
your business if you had less customers – less
non-ideal customers and more of your ideal
customers increasing your profits and reducing
your stress?
How will life be different when you have time
to breathe and are in control of the progress in
your business? What will that look like for you,
your loved ones, your team and your customers.
Let me know in the comments below Lesson 1!
Access Lesson 1 Comments Here https://theprofitpro.com/masterclass-module-1
I’m going to read every one, and I’ll respond to as many as I can.
If you haven’t already completed our survey, please do so. Micheal and Jonathon have a link up here for you
to complete it now. It only takes a couple of minutes, but I really want to understand you and I want hear
where you are and what your personal challenges are.
And if you found this video useful, please share it. Share it with your colleagues your peers and anyone
that your care about who is an accountant. Forward them on the email with the registration URL or this
workbook so they can pick up a recording.
We can always go further, deeper, better, quicker and easier when we have someone to support us and
help us. Who can you help right now? How best can you help yourself? What is the ONE Thing you can do
today such that by doing it will make everything else easier or unnecessary.
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Taking Action
What you’ve learned here today is a simple process for generating more fees and profits from existing
clients and leveraging the results you achieve for existing customers to attract more ideal customers kicking
off the Accountant’s Growth Loop
It’s a game changer in helping you build a truly leverageable business rather than chasing revenue! It’s a key
step along the way in reaching your goal. Most of all it is simple. Anyone can apply it right now.
And that’s how you can start making more money with less stress... and, more importantly, have a business
that works for you, a business you can love freeing you be the person you always wanted to be, have the
freedom to live the life you want. Maybe even the life of your younger dreams .
And what you’re learning in this Masterclass puts you on the right path to get there!
What is the ONE Thing you can do such that by doing it will make everything else easier or
unnecessary?
Next up, we’ll talk about how to create and implement a business strategy and model that is simple, timeless
and limitless in terms of getting you the results that you truly want. Linking your outcome goals, into process
goals and pinpointing the drivers of business success that will drive the blueprint for your business .
I can’t wait to see you in the next Lesson!
Until then let’s get it done

Des
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Dublin - Block B, Iveagh Court,

Wexford - Main Street, Ferns,

London - 100 Pall Mall,

Florida - 19005 N Pale Market Hwy,

Harcourt Road, Dublin 2.

Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford.

St. James, London. SW1Y 5NQ.

Lutz, Tampa.

T: +353 (0)1 411 0000

T: +353 (0) 53 910 0000

T: +44 (0)20 3582 6965

FL 33548

info@theprofitpro.com
www.theprofitpro.com

